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In Sheetlines 98, December 2013 concern was raised over the fate of the old OS
Revision Point albums. Some were destroyed, but others are now known to be
preserved in several local archives including Croydon, Lambeth, Liverpool,
Manchester and Taunton. OS kept their albums too, from the old Survey Services
group, and since moving to Explorer House these have been accommodated in a
remote store. Now catalogued, attention is turning to a programme for digitising
the photographs.

Revision points of Manchester
This collection, contained in eight large boxes was donated to Greater Manchester
County Record by local OS staff. After faithfully storing these on their shelves for
the next twenty years archivist David Govier alerted me to them when I visited for
another reason. I promised to find the resources to digitise them and we received
them back at OS to undertake the work using volunteers. The Manchester collection
is exceptional, both for its size (upwards of 45,000 photos) and for the survival of
the original negatives. These were not usually ‘pruned’ when RP’s were destroyed
so they contain more pictures than the accompanying albums. Better quality images
can also be obtained from a negative and by the time you read this scanning should
be complete.

What is an ‘RP’?
The purpose of Revision Points (RPs) was to provide a network of known
instrumentally surveyed locations that could be used to ‘control’ the position of
detail on a large-scale map at 1:1250 or sometimes 1:2500 scale. RPs were fixed to
an accuracy of 0.1 metre and made use of corners of buildings, or other immovable
features that were expected to remain in the landscape. Sometimes permanent
features for RPs were in short supply and the rivets or pipe-nails used to mark them
were driven into fence posts, or other less acceptable substitutes instead. From pairs
of RPs, lines could be measured (chained surveyed) allowing for map details to be
‘off-set’ measured with a tape. Chain surveying was later superseded by
tacheometer (‘tachy’ for short). Future map revision would require the RPs to be
found again and initially their positions were shown using a diagram, but
photography was quickly adopted as being the best visual reference medium.

The earliest 1:1250 maps were surveyed in 1943, but it was not until 1946 that
the programme started in earnest, with the Manchester survey beginning that
summer.

Content of the Minor Control Point albums
Albums contain a mixture of forms, lists, diagrams and the photo pages. The photo
pages were often made from out-of-date chart paper maps cut to size, with the
photos pasted two or three at a time onto the blank backs.
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Most albums contain Permanent Traverse descriptions. These would normally
include sketches to support the diagram.

Reasons for any changes were recorded on an ‘OS480 Report of Errors or Omissions
on R.P. Descriptions and destruction of Revision Point’.
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RP photographs
The two essential elements to be captured were the ‘hymn board’ and the arrow
tip. Otherwise the objective was to include any other detail that would help the RP
to be found again.

The arrow (always called a pointer) was usually white on one side and black
on the other. The white side was most commonly used, leading to these being
called ‘man with a white arrow’ photos. To start with the boards were sizeable, and
a third person was often required to hold it steady, but from Spring 1948 the smaller
board was used with the additional information captured by surveyors and typed
up as a caption to the photos. Most boards showed the date, but not always.

Street junction (and hence building corners) were preferred locations for RP
points as they give line of sight in more than one direction, which means that
corner shops are often captured in the photos.

Photo quality and density
Photos were taken on medium format black and white film and contact-printed
onto glossy paper (although some were printed on inferior matt paper giving a
low-quality sepia image). Quality is very variable. Sometimes the photographer
forgot to focus, or they used settings that gave restricted depth of field. Photos can
offer a wide view of the entire landscape or a photo that focuses closely on the
board and lower street-scape. The latter can give the impression you are seeing the
world from the viewpoint of a very small child. Poor light and bad weather also
affect image quality.

At least twenty photos would support each quarter km. Many of the Manchester
albums are much more dense, with over 100 photos per km not uncommon. The
largest number, found in Stockport, was 243 photos.

The men with the arrows
These men were Field Labourers whose job would include carrying equipment and
generally assisting the surveyors. Locally employed, their names have not been
found in the surviving OS staff lists. Some stayed for years, others just for a season.
Surveyors took the photos and although their names are contained in the albums
it does not specify who took each photo.
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Some  examples  of photographs  available  for  download on www.Timepix.uk


